
Vietnam UNESCO World Heritage

The UNESCO World Heritage Sites highlights the rich cultural of Vietnam. The beautiful landscapes attract millions of

local and foreign tourist. From the well known My Son Santuary to the great Phong Nha - Ke Bang National Park.

Day - 14 Mekong Delta

HO CHI MINH CITY  – MEKONG DELTA – SONG XANH CRUISE (B, L, D)

Drive through the beautiful Mekong delta to Cai Be this morning. Upon arrival, check in Song Xanh boat cruise.

Observe from the comfort of your boat life as it plays out on the riverbanks – the people, the stunning landscapes,

while your attentive crew serves rea and seasonal fruit. Before arriving at Sa Dec , go ashore to visit a pottery

factory where everything is made by hand and all is recycled. Arrive in Sa Dec and take a stroll to the outdoor

market. Visit the local celebrity: the ancient house of Huynh Thuy Le , a real-life character of the novel and film 

"The Lover"  by Marguerite Duras. Lunch is served on board while cruising towards Can Tho  along a narrow canal.

You will pass monkey bridges and tiny villages before stopping for a visit to Cao Dai temple . Cycle or row in  a 

small boat surrounded by pure nature. Your last stop before sunset is at an ancient house, a Nha Cogoing dated

back to the 19th Century. The owner welcomes you and a candle light dinner is served in this authentic countryside

setting. After dinner return on board and cruise towards Hau River.

Overnight: Ship
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Inclusions

16 nights in your chosen accomodation

1 overnight on a boat in Halong Bay

1 overnight on a boat on Hau River

4 Domestic flights: Hanoi - Danang, Dong Hoi - Saigon, Can

Tho - Phu Quoc and Phu Quoc - Saigon

Meal as specified in itinerary

(B = Breakfast, L = Lunch, D = Dinner)

Activities and excursions according to itinerary

Tours and excursions in mini buses/buses 

or with public transportation according to itinerary

English speaking tour guide

Admission fees according to itinerary

Exclusions

International flights

Meals other than mentioned in itinerary

Tours and Excursions other than mentioned in itinerary

Early check-in and late check-out at hotels

Personal travel insurance

Personal expenses and tips for driver/guides

Visa fees
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